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Search for dark matter decay of the free neutron from the UCNA experiment: n → χ + e+e−
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It has been proposed recently that a previously unobserved neutron decay branch to a dark matter particle
(χ ) could account for the discrepancy in the neutron lifetime observed in experiments that use two different
measurement techniques. One of the possible final states discussed includes a single χ along with an e+e− pair.
We use data from the UCNA (Ultracold Neutron Asymmetry) experiment to set limits on this decay channel.
Coincident electron-like events are detected with ∼4π acceptance using a pair of detectors that observe a volume
of stored ultracold neutrons. The summed kinetic energy (Ee+e− ) from such events is used to set limits, as a
function of the χ mass, on the branching fraction for this decay channel. For χ masses consistent with resolving
the neutron lifetime discrepancy, we exclude this as the dominant dark matter decay channel at � 5σ level for
100 < Ee+e− < 644 keV. If the χ + e+e− final state is not the only one, we set limits on its branching fraction
of <10−4 for the above Ee+e− range at >90% confidence level.
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Precise measurements of the neutron lifetime using two
different techniques yield values that disagree at the 4σ level
[1–3]. In one technique, decay protons are collected and
counted for a fixed length of a neutron beam and compared
to the number of neutrons in that beam. In the second, the
number of neutrons remaining in a storage vessel are counted
after different storage times. These storage vessel experiments
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the UCNA spectrometer.

are termed material “bottle” experiments and were recently
confirmed by a magneto-gravitational trap bottle experiment
[4]. A recent theoretical explanation for this lifetime difference
[5] suggests that a neutron decaying to a proton is not the only
possible decay mode, but that a decay to a new dark matter
particle is also possible. If the branching ratio of the dark
matter decay to neutron decay is ∼1%, this would account
for the lifetime anomaly.

This proposal has generated a number of new studies includ-
ing constraints from neutron star formation [6–9], constraints
from precision neutron and nuclear β-decay studies [10], a new
direct search for the dark matter decay n → χ + γ [11], and
a proposal for a future search using nuclear β decay [12].

In this work we use the latest data from the Ultracold
Neutron Asymmetry (UCNA) experiment [13–17] to put direct
constraints on one of the proposed dark matter decay channels:
n → χ + e+e−. In this decay mode, the e+e− sum energy is
approximately equal to the entire mass difference between the
neutron and the χ . At a ∼1% branching ratio, this would yield
a clear peak in the UCNA detector energy spectrum.

The UCNA experiment, located at the Los Alamos Neutron
Science Center (LANSCE), has been described in [13]. A
schematic diagram of the UCNA apparatus is shown in Fig. 1,
and a brief summary of the apparatus relevant to the present
analysis is provided here for context.

Neutrons are produced from a tungsten spallation tar-
get [18–20], cooled down to UCN energies (kinetic energy
<350 neV) and transported to the spectrometer. Here the
UCNs are contained within a 3 m long decay trap in the 5
m long superconducting spectrometer (SCS). In the SCS, a
1 T magnetic field directs the decay electrons toward two
detectors located on either end [21], which will hereafter be
called the East and West detectors. The neutrons are polarized
[17] when they arrive in the SCS and hence are either aligned
or anti-aligned with the magnetic field. However, the present
analysis averages over the polarization, and thus polarization
effects are not considered.

Each electron detector consists of a multiwire proportional
chamber (MWPC) [22,23] followed by a 3.5 mm thick plastic
scintillator. The MWPC provides position reconstruction and
“backscattering” identification, i.e., electrons that scatter and
produce a signal in both detectors. This position reconstruc-
tion allows us to define a fiducial volume that is free from
events scattering off the decay trap walls. The main plastic

scintillator provides timing and energy reconstruction. The
timing information is based on CAEN V775 time-to-digital
converters (TDCs). For background suppression of cosmic
rays, several veto detectors are used: scintillator paddles and
argon/ethane drift tubes [24] placed above and on the sides
of the detectors, as well as 15 cm diameter, 25 mm thick
scintillators placed directly behind the electron detectors.

For the present analysis, only data taken during the most
recent, 2012–2013, UCNA run is used, since timing informa-
tion is crucial for background suppression in this work and
the TDCs were operating most reliably during this period.
Older datasets show small systematic timing drifts, which
had minimal impact on the β-decay asymmetry analysis [15],
but would introduce significant additional background in this
work. Thus, a total of approximately 14.55 ×106 neutron
decays are considered for the present analysis, after applying
all cuts and correcting for conventional β-decay detection
efficiency [25].

This analysis focuses on electron-like pair events that
produce a short time-coincidence between both ends of the
SCS, since this provides a particularly clean signature. In
standard neutron β-decay analysis, coincidence events occur
due to a small fraction (∼3.8%) of cases where the single
decay electron is scattered in the first detector after depositing
a fraction of its energy and then traverses the spectrometer to
deposit the remainder of its energy in the other detector—the
aforementioned “backscattering” events. However, for these
events, there is a minimum time required for the electron
to traverse the spectrometer: the scintillator-to-scintillator
distance is 4.4 m and thus a single, maximum energy β-decay
electron pointing directly toward one detector cannot trigger
both scintillators with a time difference <16 ns. Any events
that trigger both ends within this minimum crossing time are
candidate dark matter decays to e+e− within the neutron decay
volume. Such dark matter decay events will generally not be
detected simultaneously because of differences in energies,
pitch angles relative to the 1 T magnetic field in the SCS, and
distances to each detector since UCNs populate the 3 m long
decay trap nearly uniformly [21].

For coincidence signals, the relative time between detector
events is formed separately for the East and West detectors
with the first trigger arriving at the electronics producing a
common stop signal for both sides. The relative cable delay
between each side is determined from the background events
spectrum. Background is measured in dedicated background
runs by acquiring data with the UCNs blocked by a gate
value approximately 7 m upstream of the spectrometer. These
background events are dominated by high energy photons that
produce electrons, via Compton scattering, in one detector
that then travel toward the opposite end, producing a signal
in both. These events, which typically have a higher energy
than neutron β decay, have a sharp turn-on time difference of
15.5 ns.

For each detector, the background-subtracted distributions
of time differences for all coincidence events are shown in
Fig. 2. The large signal with a peak at ∼25 ns is caused by
backscattering electrons from neutron β-decay events. This
is explicitly shown by the overlaid, normalized, resolution-
corrected, GEANT4 simulation of neutron β-decay backscatters
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FIG. 2. Background-subtracted and calibrated timing distribu-
tions of events that trigger both East and West detectors, separated
according to which detector triggered first. Overlaid is a GEANT4
simulation of the time-of-flight for all backscattering β-decay events
that trigger both East and West detectors. The simulation includes a
timing resolution of 3 ns which best matches the data. The time cutoff
near 120 ns for the data is an instrumental effect. Dashed lines indicate
the chosen analysis time-window (see text).

which includes our spectrometer and detector effects [15,25].
Thus, the timing region for dark matter neutron decay is where
the time difference is <16 ns. Because of the finite, 3 ns timing
resolution of the detectors, backscattering events can begin to
dominate the signal at times earlier than the expected 16 ns
discussed above. Based on studies with a variable time-cut,
and a GEANT4 simulation of the time spectrum of conventional
backscatter events from neutron β decay, a time-window of 0
to 12 ns is chosen for candidate dark decay e+e− events.

Along with the timing information, the summed kinetic
energy of the leptons, Ee+e− , further improves signal-to-
background of the dark decay search. Because Ee+e− is nearly
mono-energetic (since the kinetic energy of the χ particle
satisfies Eχ � Ee+e− � mχ ) a narrow energy window can be
used. This summed energy is given by Ee+e− � mn − mχ −
2me, where mn, mχ , and me are the masses of the neutron,
the dark sector particle χ , and the electron (or positron),
respectively. Of course, the energy resolution of the detectors
broadens this signal and is accounted for in this analysis. Over
the analysis energy range (discussed below) the energy resolu-
tion is measured [14–16] to be �E/E = 0.05 × √

1 MeV/E.
Furthermore, while the detector energy response for incident
electrons has been carefully calibrated [15], the response for
incident positrons is determined from a GEANT4 simulation
using our full detector geometry.1 This simulation indicates
that the fraction of positrons that deposit only their full kinetic
energy in the scintillator is approximately 15% smaller than
that of electrons over the energy range of interest, primarily
due to annihilation. This reduction is accounted for in the
calculation of the final limits produced from the data.

The energy spectra resulting from applying coincidence-
timing cuts to the UCNA runs are shown over the full

1The GEANT4 framework is described in more detail in [26].
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FIG. 3. Energy spectrum of (a) background and (b) foreground
runs, for three separate time-windows. Clear structure of a neutron
β-decay backscattering peak at 300 keV is visible for time-windows
>12 ns in the foreground runs. Dashed lines at 0 and 800 keV indicate
the energy region of interest used for the present analysis.

energy range of the detectors for foreground, Fig. 3(a), and
background, Fig. 3(b). The spectra are shown for several
cuts on relative time between triggers to show the impact of
the timing cuts on reducing the potential background due to
ordinary β decay in the dark decay region of interest. Note that
the foreground shows a predominantly neutron-induced signal
only for event windows with time differences nominally greater
than 16 ns. This appears as a peak in energy at 300 keV with
an endpoint near 800 keV which is the signature of neutron
β-decay backscatter events, as expected.

Neutron decay events can be studied once events from
background runs are subtracted. However, the data for the
UCNA experiment was taken with a large signal-to-noise ratio
( S
N

� 1) which was optimized for the measurement of the
A asymmetry parameter [14]. This corresponds to a relative
live-time of 5:1 for foreground to background runs. For this
analysis, attempting to set a limit on potential dark matter
χ decays (with, possibly, S

N
< 1) means that a background-

subtracted analysis will have error bars dominated by the
background. Poisson statistics are used when the counts per
bin are low, which become conventional Gaussian statistics
when the counts become higher. The background-subtracted
spectrum of e+e− summed kinetic energy is shown in Fig. 4(a).
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FIG. 4. (a) Background-subtracted e+e− pair kinetic energy spec-
tra for events in the analysis time-window. For comparison, simulated
positive dark matter decay signals at 322 and 644 keV are overlaid.
(b) Total e+e− pair acceptance (see text) as a function of summed
kinetic energy.

The proposed e+e− decay channel in [5] has a valid sum total
energy range for the e+e− pair of between 2me and 1.665 MeV,
which translates to a sum kinetic energy range for Ee+e− of
0 to 644 keV. Two simulated positive n → χ + e+e− signals
with a 1% branching ratio (corrected for efficiencies, discussed
below) are also shown in this figure, corresponding to two
possible values of mχ . This is the scale of branching ratio that
would be needed to explain the neutron lifetime anomaly in
the case of exclusive decay to e+e−.

To place appropriate limits on the rate of the dark matter
e+e− decay, the number of observed events must be scaled for
kinematic efficiency, particle detection efficiency, and analysis
cut efficiency.

The kinematic efficiency accounts for decays that produce
e+e− pairs directed toward only one of the detectors. These
events must be rejected because they do not have the relative
time information that dramatically reduces the background
signal from the standard decay: n → pe−ν̄. The kinematic
efficiency is calculated via Monte Carlo simulation using a
uniform population of the available phase space for the three-
particle decay: χ + e+e−. Thus, events are selected where the
e+e− are directed to separate detectors, which corresponds to
∼60% of the decays at all values of mχ .

At electron kinetic energies above 200 keV, the particle
detection efficiency in each detector is essentially 100%. This
drops off rapidly below 100 keV because of energy loss in
the decay trap windows and the MWPCs, reaching 50% at
75 keV. Since we require a detection in both the East and West
detectors, this efficiency must be applied twice. In addition,
there is a reduced efficiency for capturing the full energy of the
positron compared to the electron (discussed above), which is
also applied.

Lastly, there is a timing-window cut efficiency. A short
timing-window cut reduces efficiency while a long timing-
window cut increases background due to backscatter contam-
ination. Monte Carlo simulations of decay products produced
uniformly within the 3 m decay trap are used to estimate
this efficiency, for various time-windows. Figure 3 shows the
data’s reconstructed energy spectra for some representative
time-windows; several more were generated and examined for
backscatter contamination to determine a final time-window.
It is evident from our analysis, and shown in this figure, that
a time-window endpoint of 12 ns avoids the backscatter con-
tamination seen in the larger time-windows. Considering these
effects, a timing-window cut of 0–12 ns is used, illustrated in
Fig. 2. The efficiency of this chosen timing-window cut ranges
from ∼20% to 40% for the full range of Ee+e− .

The total acceptance as a function of Ee+e− , which includes
the detection fraction based on the decay kinematics, the trigger
efficiency with the reduced positron full-energy deposition
efficiency discussed above, and the timing window, can be
seen in Fig. 4(b).

Final exclusion confidence limits are determined using the
background-subtracted dataset binned into discrete energy bins
with width comparable to the energy resolution, and checked
for bin aliasing. Since there is no evidence of a peak structure
in the data, a 1σ detection limit is then determined from the 1σ
uncertainty in each of these bins (assuming that a hypothesized
signal has fluctuated down to the background level). While this
analysis attempts to set a limit on the existence of a peak at a
single energy, it is not known beforehand at what energy this
peak should occur. Thus, since we are searching over a range
in energies, fluctuations at other energies must be considered.
This is usually termed the “look-elsewhere effect”— the
probability that a statistically significant fluctuation will occur
given enough samples [27].

This look-elsewhere effect was accounted for numerically.
First, a statistical test was constructed,

ξ =
∑

i

Ni − μi

σi

for Ni > μi, (1)

where Ni is a normally distributed random variable for bin
i with mean μi and standard deviation σi , and both μi and
σi are given by the data. The test was then computed for the
distribution of events for the final energy bins. A single bin
probability distribution function (PDF) for ξ is then compared
to a ξ PDF for the final energy bins using a large number of
Monte Carlo samples. The ratio of confidence levels for these
two tests provides the look-elsewhere correction factor.

These counts for a given confidence level are then corrected
for the acceptance discussed above as well as the effects of the
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FIG. 5. Confidence limits on the branching ratio of the neutron
dark decay channel, as a function of the kinetic energy of the
produced e+e− pair. This is directly related to the proposed χ mass
by mχ = mn − 2me − Ee+e− , which has a range of 937.900 < mχ <

938.543 MeV. A branching ratio of 10−2, which would be required
to explain the neutron lifetime anomaly if n → χ + e+e− were the
only allowed final state, is shown by the dashed line.

finite energy resolution to provide a corresponding limit on the
possible number of dark matter decays. Branching ratio limits
are then produced by dividing by the total number of β decays
(=14.55 × 106), which is corrected for the single electron
detection efficiency [15,16,25]. These limits are shown in
Fig. 5. If χ + e+e− is the only allowed dark decay channel,
then the 1% branching ratio required to resolve the lifetime

anomaly is ruled out at �5σ for Ee+e− > 100 keV. In addition,
we set a limit at the >90% confidence level on the branching
ratio to the dark matter decay of


n→χ+e+e−

n

< 10−4 down to
Ee+e− = 100 keV. As discussed in Ref. [5], there could exist
neutron dark decay channels to both χ + γ and χ + e+e−. In
this case, if the χ + γ channel were to exist at the 1% branching
ratio with respect to ordinary β decay, then we set a limit on the
relative decay rates of


n→χ+e+e−

n→χ+γ

� 10−2 at the 90% confidence
level.

In summary, we have used ∼1.5 × 107 free neutron decays
from the UCNA measurement to perform a direct search
for neutron decay to a dark particle: n → χ + e+e−. Using
timing information with a two-detector trigger, background
from normal neutron decay can be dramatically suppressed.
We find that if χ + e+e− were the dominant dark matter decay
channel with branching ratios required to resolve the neutron
lifetime discrepancy, it is ruled out at the � 5σ level for all χ
masses corresponding to 100 < Ee+e− < 644 keV.
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